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Abstract
Existing question answering datasets mostly con-
tain homogeneous contexts, based on either tex-
tual or visual information alone. On the other
hand, digitalization has evolved the nature of read-
ing [OECD, 2019], which often includes inte-
grating information across multiple heterogeneous
sources. To bridge the gap between two, we com-
pile a Diverse Visuo-Lingustic Question Answer-
ing (DVLQA) challenge corpus, where the task is
to derive joint inference about the given image-text
modality in a question answering setting. Each
dataset item consists of an image and a reading
passage, where questions are designed to combine
both visual and textual information, i.e. ignoring
either of them would make the question unanswer-
able. We first explore the combination of best exist-
ing deep learning architectures for visual question
answering and machine comprehension to solve
DVLQA subsets and show that they are unable to
reason well on the joint task. We then develop a
modular method which demonstrates slightly better
baseline performance and offers more transparency
for interpretation of intermediate outputs. How-
ever, this is still far behind the human performance,
therefore we believe DVLQA will be a challenging
benchmark for question answering involving rea-
soning over visuo-linguistic context. The dataset,
code and public leaderboard will be made available
at https://github.com/shailaja183/DVLQA.
1 Introduction
Question answering (QA) is one crucial way to evaluate the
ability of a system to understand both text and images. In
recent years, a large body of natural language QA (NLQA)
datasets and visual QA (VQA) datasets have been proposed
and compiled to serve as benchmarking testbeds. For most
VQA datasets, text is used merely as a question-answering
mechanism rather than an actual modality that provides some
contextual information. To our best knowledge, there are no
benchmarking datasets that focus on reasoning over both im-
ages and text. In this paper, we formalize the task of deriving
Figure 1: Examples from DVLQA. Each dataset item consists of an
Image, Text Passage and Multiple Choice Question. Ignoring either
of the image or text context will leave the question unanswerable,
depicting the need of joint reasoning for solving DVLQA.
joint inference from the image-text modality in a question-
answering setting, where one must utilize both visual and tex-
tual information to correctly answer the question as per Fig-
ure 1. To create a benchmark for this task, we develop and
present a new dataset: DVLQA (Diverse Visuo-Linguistic
Question Answering).
Our development of the DVLQA corpus- as a benchmark
for multi-step reasoning over images and text, is inspired by
one of the questions-patterns from PISA (Program for Inter-
national Student Assessment) [OECD, 2019]. PISA is a psy-
chometric test administered by OECD (Organisation for Eco-
nomic Co-operation and Development) which assesses skills
and knowledge of 15-year old school students (who are near
to the end of compulsory education) in 79 countries. PISA as-
sessments conducted post 2018 take into account “the evolv-
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Figure 2: Examples from DVLQA. Each example contains an Image (I), corresponding Text Passage (P), Question (Q) and Answer Choices
(A), with correct answer choice highlighted by the boldface.
ing nature of reading in increasingly digital societies, which
requires a person to be capable of comparing, contrasting and
integrating information across multiple sources”.
With this motivation, we create the DVLQA corpus as
our main contribution which consists of text together with
a diverse range of visual elements as shown in 2. DVLQA
dataset is curated from multiple resources (books, encyclo-
pedias, web crawls, existing datasets etc.) through combined
automated and manual efforts. The dataset consists of 9267
image-passage-QA tuples with detailed annotation, which are
meticulously crafted to assure its quality.
We then evaluate the combination of best existing deep
learning architectures for visual question answering and ma-
chine comprehension with respect to our DVLQA dataset.
This includes VL-BERT [Lu et al., 2019], ViLBERT [Su et
al., 2019], VisualBERT [Li et al., 2019] and B2T2 [Alberti
et al., 2019]. Our results demonstrate that, despite a signifi-
cant improvement over vision and language tasks separately,
the best existing techniques are unable to reason well on the
joint tasks. We then propose a modular method of problem
solving based on question-types and diverse reasoning tasks
to answer the query. This method demonstrates slightly better
baseline performance and offers more transparency for inter-
pretation of intermediate outputs. The results indicate that
the task for DVLQA dataset is relatively harder compared to
existing vision-language tasks due to diversity of figures and
additional textual component, demanding the need of better
approaches to tackle multi-modal question answering. The
DVLQA challenge thus has the potential to open new re-
search avenues spanning the areas of language and vision.
2 Related Work
We identify Multi-modal Learning, Visual Question Answer-
ing and Multi-Hop Reasoning closest to our DVLQA. We
provide detailed comparison of our DVLQA corpus with
other existing vision-language datasets in Table 3).
2.1 Multi-modal Learning
Multi-modal learning aims to build models that can process
and relate information from multiple modalities. Image-Text
multi-modality has received growing interest from AI com-
munity in recent times.
TQA [Kembhavi et al., 2017] task uses long essays de-
scribing concepts in textbook-style learning. They evaluate
the task through text QA and diagram QA. Also, a small por-
tion of the AI2D [Kembhavi et al., 2016] dataset has some
additional text context beyond the visual question-answers to
reason over. Diagram QA component of TQA share similar-
ities with DVLQA in the sense that it has image-text content
and question answering, but there are important distinctions.
First, texual component for TQA is in form of lessons- mul-
tiple text passages (∼50% sentences and 4-5 images on av-
erage), whereas text passage for DVLQA is relatively pretty
short (3-5 sentences). The goal of TQA aligns more with
careful selection of necessary facts from a pool of informa-
tion whereas we focus on enhancing capability of AI models
for joint reasoning over visuo-linguistic content with precise
information.
Secondly, TQA does not impose that one has to use both
provided modalities in order to answer the question. In fact,
for TQA [Kembhavi et al., 2017], one can answer 40% of
text questions just using a single sentence and 50% of the
diagram questions using only provided image. In that case,
significant portion of the dataset becomes analogous to a ma-
chine comprehension or VQA task, loosing out on the actual
purpose of multi-modal learning. In DVLQA task, we design
the questions in such a way that answering them requires joint
reasoning over both image and text.
2.2 Multi-Hop Reasoning
In NLP domain, multi-hop reasoning task is proposed to en-
courage the development of models that can reason about two
or more textual contexts. QAngaroo [Welbl et al., 2018]
and and ComplexWebQuestions [Talmor and Berant, 2018]
datasets contain multi-hop reasoning questions which can be
answered by linking multiple entities from a given knowledge
base. HotpotQA [Yang et al., 2018] was then proposed as a
multi-hop reasoning benchmark over pairs of text paragraphs
collected from wikipedia, offering more diverse questions
and answers by not being constrained with the fixed knowl-
edge base schemas. QASC [Khot et al., 2019] dataset first re-
quires to retrieve necessary facts from a large corpus (knowl-
edge ranking) and then compose them to answer a multi-hop
question.
Solving examples in DVLQA requires to link information
from both- an image and a text passage. Therefore, DVLQA
challenge can be considered as a novel kind of multi-hop task
involving images and text, which we believe will be a driver
for future research in vision-language domain.
2.3 Visual Question Answering
VQA [Antol et al., 2015] was one of the first large-scale task
to propose image based question-answering. Followed by the
success of VQA dataset, several variants of visual question
answering have been proposed. The following variants are
most relevant to our dataset;
Visual Lookup. Visual lookup refers to searching for the
desired information from the visual in order to answer a
query. Examples of visual lookup based datasets include
VCR [Zellers et al., 2019], COCO-QA [Ren et al., 2015a],
MSRVTT-QA [Xu et al., 2017], MemexQA [Jiang et al.,
2017] etc. which contains an image and ask questions about
that image. Visual lookup based datasets have demonstrated
variety of question-answering styles such as multiple-choice,
open-ended answers, fill-in-the-blank style and relational tu-
ples.
VQA with Text embedded into Images VizWiz [Bigham
et al., 2010] and TextVQA [Singh et al., 2019] datasets are
developed to benchmark capability of VQA models to read
text inside the images and reason about it in the context of
the image to predict an answer. FigureQA [Kahou et al.,
2017], DVQA [Kafle et al., 2018] are testbeds for question-
answering on visual data representations (such as charts) also
have text embedded in images.
A large portion of DVLQA dataset contains charts and di-
agrams containing embedded text, which will play an im-
portant role while reasoning. For 55% such images in
DVLQA, we provide OCR (Optical Character Recognition)
extracted text tokens as a part of dataset annotations to en-
courage novel approaches in addition to standard image-
features based methods.
Reasoning-based VQA Reasoning based VQA datasets
aim at measuring system’s capability to reason about set of
objects, their attributes and relationships among them. Coun-
tQA [Chattopadhyay et al., 2017], HowManyQA [Trott et al.,
2017] and TallyQA [Acharya et al., 2019] contain questions
with complex object counting from images. CLEVR [John-
son et al., 2017] and NLVR [Suhr et al., 2017] target spatial
reasoning capabilities over Synthetic images whereas SNLI-
VE [Xie et al., 2019] and VCOPA [Yeo et al., 2018] focus on
causal reasoning.
DVLQA corpus contains variety of images (natural, syn-
thetic and diagrams) and tests diverse reasoning capabilities
through natural language question-answering. (For more de-
tails, refer to Section 3.2)
Knowledge-based VQA. There have been several works
on developing vision-language tasks that require additional
knowledge beyond provided image and text. F-VQA [Wang
et al., 2018], KB-VQA [Wang et al., 2015] and KVQA [Shah
et al., 2019] rely on retrieving commonsense or world knowl-
edge from a given knowledge base (KB), whereas OK-VQA
[Marino et al., 2019] is open-ended knowledge extraction
from web. In DVLQA, 61% of samples require some com-
monsense or domain knowledge which is not explicitly stated
in the image-text.
3 DVLQA Dataset
We will now formally define the multi-hop reasoning task
over image-text context, explain our approaches to curate this
dataset and necessary measures for quality assurance.
3.1 Task Overview
A datapoint in DVLQA task is a 4-tuple <I, P, Q, A>, which
can be visualized from Figure 2.
Image(I). It is the provided imagery, which ranges from
simple daily life scenes to diagrams representing complex in-
formation. In case of multiple images being present in a ques-
tion, for the simplicity of processing and retrieval, we com-
pose all necessary files as a single image. Each image within
the composed image is bounded by a red box and referred by
explicit detection tags ([0],[1],..) for the identification pur-
poses, inspired from VCR [Zellers et al., 2019] object anno-
tation style. This approach also provides a convenient way
to refer images in passage, question or answer choices. We
provide Faster R-CNN [Ren et al., 2015b] (with ResNet-101
[He et al., 2016] backbone) extracted features for all images
to build models.
Passage(P). It is a textual passage that gives additional con-
textual information related to the image. Passages in DVLQA
dataset consists of 1-5 sentences typically.
Question(Q). It is a question that requires reasoning over
both I and P for getting the right answer. In addition to
standard ‘Wh’ questions, sometimes question are in ‘do-as-
directed’ forms.
Figure 3: DVLQA data cration. Each example contains an <I,P,Q,A>, with correct answer choice highlighted in boldface.
Answer choices(A). DVLQA task is formed as a classifica-
tion task over 2-way or 4-way plausible answer choices, with
exactly one of the candidate answers being correct. Ques-
tions containing image detection tags ([0], [1], ..) as answer
choices are identical to Image-selection vision-language task.
Task. Given DVLQA dataset as a collection of 4-tuple <I,
P, Q, A> representations, the task is to build an AI model that
can answer a given question using image-text multi-modal
environment. It is important to note that only text or only
image modality is not sufficient to answer the questions in
DVLQA corpus. Correctness of the prediction is measured
against the provided ground-truth answer. We also provide
rich annotations (described in section 3.2) in addition to 4-
tuple representation for the analysis purposes and to encour-
age methods which aim at tackling a subset of DVLQA prob-
lems.
3.2 Constructing DVLQA
Data collection and Annotation
The main goal of our work is to collect a diverse question
answering dataset that requires to derive joint inference from
image-text modality. Our data collection process relied on
three major sources: educational resources, web crawls and
existing datasets. We collected variety of textual/visual in-
formation by crawling wikipedia pages, newspaper archives,
info-graphics website, ‘the world factbook’ from CIA [Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency, 2019] and various educational re-
sources such as school textbooks, children encyclopedias, on-
line practice worksheets and PISA tests. Further, we ob-
tained a small subset of interesting samples from existing
vision/NLP datasets such as RecipeQA [Yagcioglu et al.,
2018], WikiHow [Koupaee and Wang, 2018], PhysicalIQA
[Bisk et al., 2019], ART [Bhagavatula et al., 2019], VisualEn-
tailment [Xie et al., 2019] and TQA [Kembhavi et al., 2017].
Since we impose the condition that a question can only
be correctly answered through joint reasoning on both the
modalities, we refactor textual/visual information collected
from the above sources and mould it as per our task require-
ments. Figure 3 illustrates this process. Refactoring of these
samples include manual or semi-automated post-processing
such as replacing given textual/visual attributes with equiva-
lent visual/textual counterpart respectively, adding/removing
partial information to/from text or visuals, and creating hy-
pothetical situations around images. Then we standardize all
the information collected using the above methods as mul-
tiple choice question-answers in an image-text multi-modal
environment.
Followed by this, we categorize the dataset samples based
on the kind of imagery it contains, the type of answer-choices,
the reasoning capabilities/inference types and any additional
knowledge it requires to solve the question. Distribution of
DVLQA samples based on above categorization can be visu-
alized from Table 1. Detailed description about each category
is explained in subsequent sections. We also provide infor-
mation about sources from which the data was retrieved and
a ground-truth answer for all questions. A large portion of
DVLQA dataset contains text embedded into image, which is
important while reasoning. We provide OCR (Optical Char-
acter Recognition) extracted text tokens as a part of dataset
annotation.
Ensuring dataset integrity
Combined understanding of visual and textual inputs being
the key objective in multimodal learning, we employ 2-level
verification to ensure that both the modalities are necessary to
answer the question. Firstly, we create 3 copies of the dataset
and shuffle answer choices with the fixed seed. Then we cre-
ate text-only baseline using Roberta [Liu et al., 2019] trained
on RACE dataset [Lai et al., 2017] and image-only baseline
using VL-BERT [Lu et al., 2019], where we completely ig-
nore the other modality that is image and passage respectively
and see if a model can still answer the question correctly. We
run these models over all 3 dataset copies and filter out all the
items that are predicted correctly, with a majority decision.
Since DVLQA contains 2-way and 4-way multiple choice
questions, there are 50% and 25% chances of randomly an-
swering a question correctly. There is a high chance that some
models may predict correct answers without proper reason-
ing. To discourage such models, we take all filtered out items
for a further round of manual quality check. We instruct
workers to follow a 2-step process, first trying to answer a
Measure Stats.
Multi-modal Context
Total #Images 10209
#Unique Text Passages 9156
#Questions 9267
Dataset Split)
Train (80%) 7413
Test (10%) 927
Validation (10%) 927
Text-length Analysis
Avg. Passage Length 34.1
Avg. Question Length 15.0
Avg. Answer Length 1.7
Vocabulary Size 33259
Image-types Distribution
Natural Images 4445
Templated Figures 3920
Free-form Figures 1854
Answer-types Distribution
4-way image MCQ 1172
4-way text MCQ 4647
4-way Sequencing 1088
2-way image MCQ 1088
Binary Classification 1272
(T/F or Yes/No)
Knowledge/Reasoning-types Distribution
No External Knowledge required 3145
External Knowledge + Single-step Inference 2783
External Knowledge + Multi-step Inference 2939
Hardness: Human Evaluated (100 samples)
Easy 42
Moderate 32
Hard 26
Table 1: DVLQA Statistics and diversity based on answer choice
types, image types and knowledge/reasoning types
question just based on images and then trying to answer a
question based on only the text passage. If a question can be
answered with using a single modality, we suggest annotators
to label as ‘Yes’, and otherwise ‘No’. For all the items that
are labelled ‘Yes’ by the annotators, either we provide a fix or
we replace it with another similar item.
Figure types and diversity
We categorize 10209 unique images in DVLQA into 3 ma-
jor kinds: Natural Images, Template based Figures and Free-
form Figures. Natural images incorporate day-to-day-life
scenes around us that contain abundant objects and actions.
Template based figures are sets of visuals that follow a com-
mon structure for information representation. Template based
figures in DVLQA involve 22 sub-types including standard
chart/plot types- bar, pie, scatter, line, area, bubble and time-
lines, hierarchies, maps, tables, cycles, and processes. The
images which neither fit in any templates nor are Natural are
put in a free-form category, for example, images of experi-
mental setup used in explaining scientific concepts.
Language complexity and diversity
Each item in DVLQA dataset involves considerable amount
of text in Passge, Question and Answer choices. We extract
a lot of text in the dataset creation process through crawl-
ing, retrieval and manual efforts. As we create 9267 items
for DVLQA, with average passage length of 34.1 tokens, the
dataset offers diverse vocabulary of 33259 unique tokens.
External Knowledge and Inference types
Humans have powerful ability to make decision about where
to look for the information in multi-modal environment based
on what the question is about. But when it comes to ma-
chines, multi-modality has both pros and cons together. Pres-
ence of multiple modalities provide natural flexibility to
develop more varied inference tasks, simultaneously mak-
ing reasoning process more complex as information is now
spanned across them and may require cross-inferencing be-
fore reaching the correct answer. We identify 15 different
types of inferences such as counting, comparison, deductive
reasoning, ordering, spatial reasoning, temporal reasoning,
locating desired elements based on an attribute and many
more commonsense tasks. We provide detailed annotation
for each sample in the DVLQA corpus regarding which rea-
soning capability is being tested by a question. 61% of sam-
ples in DVLQA are observed to incorporate some common-
sense or domain specific facts in addition to image-passage
context, assuming that a person/an AI model not necessarily
has a prior knowledge on subject or recollects from memory
to solve these questions. This missing knowledge has to be
retrieved through web in open-ended fashion similar to OK-
VQA [Marino et al., 2019], whereas rest 39% of samples can
be answered through a simple join of information from pro-
vided visuo-lingustic context.
Dataset Splits
DVLQA contains 9267 datapoints in <I,P,Q,A> format
which is split into train-test-dev partion in 80-10-10%, en-
suring the uniform distribution of samples based on answer
types, figure types, language aspects, reasoning skills and re-
quirement of external knowledge.
4 Benchmarking
Random. DVLQA dataset contains 4-way and 2-way mul-
tiple choice questions. Based on the answer-type distribution
provided in Table 1, the random baseline performance for or-
dinary and hard test set is 31.39% and 30.97% respectively.
It is important to note that while splitting the dataset, we take
answer-type into account to ensure equal distribution of 4-
way and 2-way questions.
Human Performance We performed human evaluation on
100 carefully selected samples (covering all variety of im-
ages, text, reasoning and external knowledge requirements)
from the test-set. First, we ask human-evaluator to take the
test in isolation. In addition to answering the questions, we
also asked evaluator to rate the questions according to dif-
ficulty levels (easy/medium/hard) and an optional choice to
Figure 4: The proposed architecture to solve DVLQA. It opts for entailment based method for questions that are ordering/sequencing,
binary classification or image-selection task. For all other types, it employs image-to-text hop or text-to-image hop based approach.
mark question as ‘ambiguous’. The evaluator spent roughly
140 minutes in total for 100 examples. Then we evaluate his
predictions against ground-truth answers which turned out to
be 82%. We plan to further employ human study over com-
plete dataset and provide explanations for the ground-truth
answers for given visuo-linguistic context.
4.1 Best Existing Architectures
There are several models developed recently that aim to de-
rive pre-trainable generic representations for visual-linguistic
tasks. We pick top performing models from the visual com-
monsense reasoning (VCR) [Zellers et al., 2019] leaderboard
as it best aligns with our data format, and evaluate their ca-
pabilities over the proposed DVLQA dataset. Following is a
brief description about the architectures we experiment with.
B2T2. Bounding Boxes in Text Transformer (B2T2) [Al-
berti et al., 2019] was one of the earliest works in learning
joint representation using pre-training, which significantly
outperformed existing models on the VCR task. It leveraged
concept of referential information binding that is mapping
words to portions of the image through single cross-modal
architecture pre-trained over Conceptual Captions [Sharma et
al., 2018].
VL-BERT. Visual-Linguistic BERT [Su et al., 2019] is a
single cross-modal transformer based architecture for generic
representation of visual-linguistic tasks. It is pre-trained
on Conceptual Captions [Sharma et al., 2018] as a visual-
linguistic corpus with additional text-only corpus, which sup-
ported generalization on long and complex sentences.
VisualBERT. Identical to B2T2 and VL-BERT, Visual-
BERT [Li et al., 2019] is a single transformer based archi-
tecture supporting multimodal learning through self-attention
based alignment of text and image regions. However, it is
pre-trained on COCO Captions [Chen et al., 2015] and trans-
fers capabilities to more downstream tasks compared to both
of the above models.
ViLBERT. Vision-and-Language BERT (ViLBERT) [Lu et
al., 2019] utilized two transformer based mechanisms pre-
trained over Conceptual Captions [Sharma et al., 2018].
Firstly, it takes visual and textual inputs as separate streams
which later interacts through co-attentional transformer lay-
ers to learn joint vision-language representations.
DQA-Net. [Kembhavi et al., 2016] introduced diagram
parse graphs (DPG) to encode diagram constituents and their
relationships in a graph.
Proposed VLQA Model. As we evaluate DVLQA data,
we experiment with various existing vision-language mod-
els which are pretrained on large popular corpus and fine-
tuned further on a dataset specific to the down-stream tasks.
Specifically, we take pretrained VLBERT, VilBERT, B2T2
and VisualBERT finetuned for visual commonsense reason-
ing (VCR) Q→A task as it aligns most with our data format
and also supports more complex kind of reasoning than VQA.
Since VCR task does not support additional text modality be-
yond a question, we combine Passage and Question and feed
them jointly as Q in Q→A style and finetune this model on
DVLQA.
From our primary results, we observe that finetuning on
DVLQA does not lead to significant improvement in perfor-
mance; this is possibly due to the relatively smaller data size
of DVLQA. The bottleneck in massive scaling of DVLQA
data is due to the requirement of questions that must support
joint textual-visual understanding. Creation and validation of
such data requires significant amount of manual effort. We
deliberately refrain from crowdsourcing for quality purposes
and template-based approaches hinder diversity.
As a solution to above problem, we propose a modular
method based on existing architectures (see Figure ??) which
offers more transparency as it produces interpretable outputs
at intermediate stages. Inspired by human-like way of prob-
lem solving, we first utilize Image to Question (I2Q) Atten-
tion and Passage to Question (P2Q) Attention to determine
which modality is more important as a starting point for solv-
ing a question. Based on this distinction, we term them ‘Im-
age to Passage Hop’ (I2PH) and ‘Passage to Image Hop’
(P2IH). This is based on whether the starting point of infor-
mation retrieval is the image or the passage.
From experiments, we observe that pretrained vision-
language architectures are Naturally trained to look for infor-
mation from visual modality and generating a text response
around it based on the task at hand. This behaviour is suit-
able for I2P hop but not for P2I hop since the first important
piece of information to solve the question lies within the pas-
sage. Therefore, we formulate P2I hop task as a Machine
Comprehension followed by a VQA task. First we try to an-
swer the question (Q) from passage (P) in the style of SQuAD
[Rajpurkar et al., 2016] using state-of-the-art ALBERT [Lan
et al., 2019] architecture. It locates some information from
the passage (referred as an intermediate answer A') which is
to be located in the visual modality in next step. We then
formulate a new question Q'as ‘Where is A'’ and feed it with
the original candidate answer choices into the state-of-the-art
VQA model LXMERT [Tan and Bansal, 2019].
Also, analysis of experimental results and intermediate
interpretations demonstrated that the proposed hop based
method was not adequate to perform higher order reasoning
task of Ordering/Sequencing and deal with multiple images.
Therefore, we propose a separate channel for the tasks that
can be addressed using sequence of entailment tasks such
as image selection, binary classification (true/false or yes/no
questions) and ordering/sequencing of events. We provide
a lightweight toolbox that supports all possible entailment
combinations: image-text, text-image, image-image and text-
text used off-the-shelf [Xie et al., 2019; Yeo et al., 2018;
Khot et al., 2018] and tweaked a little.
5 Experiments
Evaluation Metrics. DVLQA contains a multiple-choice
type questions with exactly one correct answer. We use accu-
racy as our evaluation metric.
Results on DVLQA. We evaluate and compare existing
pre-trained vision-language architectures with proposed mod-
ular method in Table ??. From experiments, we observe that
pre-trained vision-language architectures are trained to look
for information from visual modality and fails to solve va-
riety of DVLQA items. Proposed modular method slightly
outperforms pre-trained vision-language architectures which
is more interpretable for analysis. We also report the perfor-
mance of image-only and text-only baselines which we used
for quality check. The poor performance of image-only and
text-only baselines indicate that the DVLQA dataset requires
models to jointly understand both image and text modalities.
Method Test(%)
Human (100 samples) 82.0
Random 31.39
Text-only
Roberta (without I) 30.36
Image-only
VL-BERT (without P) 28.48
Vision-Language
VL-BERT 36.92
VisualBERT 33.17
ViLBERT 34.70
B2T2 32.47
DQA-Net 33.30
Proposed Model 39.63
Table 2: Performance benchmarks over test-set of DVLQA task
These results suggest the pressing need of building generic AI
models that can reason well over multi-modal information.
5.1 Discussion
Our proposed DVLQA dataset has several distinctions from
existing VQA datasets. Firstly, it incorporates a text pas-
sage that contains additional contextual information. Sec-
ondly, it offers a variety of figure types including Natural im-
ages, templated images (semi-structured) and free-form im-
ages (unstructured), which is not so common for other VQA
datasets. Thirdly, it tests diverse reasoning capabilities, in-
cluding cross-inferencing between visual and textual modal-
ities. As a result, DVLQA dataset turns out to be relatively
harder, stimulating the need for more complex reasoning ca-
pabilities of AI models.
We performed human evaluation on 100 carefully selected
samples from test-set for which reported accuracy was 82%.
For 18 wrong answers provided by evaluator, we had a de-
tailed discussion with to understand his thought-process and
get a feedback. Based on our discussion with evaluator, we
infer that in most cases either he misunderstood the provided
information or lacked necessary knowledge to answer the
question. Evaluator reported 3 items to have ambiguous tex-
tual content, which we agree upon and will incorporate them
in revised dataset versions.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we introduced the Diverse Visuo-Linguistic
Question Answering (DVLQA) challenge that we believe
has the potential to open new research avenues in areas of
joint vision & language. Our experiments show that a sys-
tem equipped with state-of-the-art vision-language models
does not perform well on the task that requires joint vision-
language inference. Our future work would include extending
this dataset to support more diverse visuo-linguistic tasks for
future research on building generic AI models that can learn
novel visual concepts through small set of examples.
Dataset Provided Modality Visuo-lingustic Content Type PredictionType Task
I T T+ K Visual Textual
Clevr 3 3 7 7 Synthetic Ques OE VQA (Spatial Reasoning)
COCO 3 3 7 7 Natural Caption Caption Text generation
COCO-BISON 3 3 7 7 Natural Sent MC Image Selection
COCO-QA 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques OE VQA
COG 3 3 7 7 Synthetic Ques / Sent MC VQA / Instruction Following
ConceptualCaption 3 3 7 7 Natural Caption Caption Text generation
CountQA 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques Numeral VQA (Counting)
DAQUAR 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques OE VQA
DVQA 3 3 7 7 Synthetic Ques OE VQA (BarCharts)
FigureQA 3 3 7 7 Synthetic Ques OE VQA (Charts)
FMIQA 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques OE VQA
GQA 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques OE VQA
HowManyQA 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques Numeral VQA (Counting)
LEAFQA 3 3 7 7 Synthetic Ques OE VQA (Charts)
Memex-QA 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques MC VQA
MSRVTT-QA 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques OE VQA
NLVRv1 3 3 7 7 Synthetic Sent True/False Text classification
NLVRv2 3 3 7 7 Natural Sent True/False Text classification
OpenImagesV6 3 3 7 7 Natural Caption Caption Text generation
RVQA 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques OE VQA
Shapes 3 3 7 7 Synthetic Ques OE VQA
ShapeWorld 3 3 7 7 Synthetic Sent Score [0,1] Text classification
SNLI-VE 3 3 7 7 Natural Sent 3 classes Visual Entailment
TallyQA 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques Numeric VQA (Counting)
TDIUC 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques OE VQA
TextVQA 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques OE VQA (Text in Images)
VCR 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques MC VQA+Rationale
Visual Genome 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques OE VQA (Scene Graphs)
Visual Madlibs 3 3 7 7 Natural Sent Blanks VQA
Visual7W 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques MC VQA
VisualDialogue 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques OE VQA (Dialogue)
VizWiz-Priv (v2) 3 3 7 7 Natural Question OE VQA (Text in Images)
VQA-CP v2/v1 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques OE / MC VQA
VQAv1 Abstract 3 3 7 7 Synthetic Ques OE VQA
VQAv1 Real 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques OE VQA
VQAv2 3 3 7 7 Natural Ques OE / MC VQA
WAT2019 3 3 7 7 Natural Caption Caption Text generation / Translation
AI2 Geometry 3 3 7 3 Diagrams Ques MC VQA (Geometry)
AI2 Mercury 3 3 7 3 Diagrams Ques MC VQA (Science)
AI2 ScienceQ 3 3 7 3 Diagrams Ques MC VQA (Science)
AI2D 3 3 7 3 Diagrams Ques MC VQA (Science)
FVQA 3 3 7 3 Natural Ques OE VQA (Commonsense)
KBVQA 3 3 7 3 Natural Ques OE VQA (Commonsense)
KVQA 3 3 7 3 Natural Ques OE VQA (World Knowledge)
OKVQA 3 3 7 3 Natural Ques OE VQA (World Knowledge)
VQA-Med 3 3 7 3 Medical Ques OE / MC VQA (Medical)
VQA-RAD 3 3 7 3 Radiology Ques OE / MC VQA (Radiology)
WKVQA 3 3 7 3 Natural Ques OE VQA (World Knowledge)
TQA 3 3 3 3 Science Ques, Lesson MC VQA (Diagrams)
DVLQA 3 3 3 3 Natural, Ques, Para MC VQA (Joint Reasoning
(Our) Synthetic, over Image-Text)
Diagrams (Commonsense, Science)
Table 3: Appendices: Survey of existing vision-Language Datasets:
Provided Modality: I (Images), T (Text), T+ (Additional Textual Context), K (Additional Knowledge).
Visual Content Type: Natural or Synthetic images are most common, with exceptions of Domain Specific Diagrams/Imagery.
Textual Content Type: Question (Ques), Sentence (Sent), Caption, Passage/Paragraph (Para) and Lesson (Multiple Paras)
Prediction Type: MC (Multiple Choice), OE (Open Ended), Caption are most common with few Numeric, N-class classification, Scoring
AI Task: Variants of Visual Question Answering (VQA), Caption generation and Text Classification are most common tasks for evaluation
Appendices: Additional Dataset Samples
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